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It’s been said a million times but I’ll say it again, “The
future of archery is in our kids”. The real question
becomes, “What do we do about it”? What do we do to

attract our youth to archery and then make it appeal to
them so they stay in it for life? 

In this day of high-tech toys, computers and iPods (I
got one of these for my birthday last week so now I’m a
“hooked up” Baby Boomer.) we have to present archery to
our kids using every safe avenue we can. Just around this
part of rural Pennsylvania there are lots of ways to do this
so I’ll pass them along to you so you can search them out
in your area. When you do, determine which ones you can
support and do so. I’m sure you’ll agree that your involve-
ment will bring many long-term return-business benefits.

I find the following opportunities exist within 90 miles
of my home:

4-H Shooting Sports 
Church Camp Archery and Bow Hunter Programs 
Boy & Girl Scout Camp Archery 
NASP: National Archery in the Schools Program 

NAA: JOAD Club (Junior Olympic Archery 
Development)

Local Archery Clubs Saturday Morning Programs
Lancaster Archery Supply Saturday Programs
Long’s Outpost Youth Leagues
NADA: National Alliance for the Development of 

Archery Instructors & Youth Programs
NBEF: National Bowhunter Education Foundation 

materials
Private coaching
Two-Day Shooting Schools with a hired guest 

instructor
Olympic Training Center Open Archery Camps 
(involves travel: Lake Placid, NY, or Chula Vista, CA.)

These are the ones I’m aware of, I’m sure there are
more. Personally, I help with the 4-H, Christian Retreat
Center Camp, Camp Star for Physically Challenged Youth,
private coaching, NADA, NFAA and NAA coaching certifi-
cation, Olympic Training Center Camps, Lancaster
Archery Schools, and I also contract for two-day Core
Archery shooting schools at any club or shop who wants to
hire me. In June alone I volunteered over 40 hours for kids
– and loved it. Camp Star is my absolute best day in
archery every year! 

Selling Our Youth on Archery
By Larry Wise

You will find it easy to get learning materials from a host of
organizations. The NAA, NFAA, NADA, NBEF, NASP and many
more have materials for kids and kids programs. Check the infor-
mation spread sheet in this article for web sites and phone num-

Every June a local group holds a sports activity camp for physi-
cally challenged youth. For the last several years I conducted the
balloon-shooting archery activity. My assistant for the day,
Martha, found it easy to help the kids shoot at close range and
tried it herself a few times. Because of the emotional rewards this
is absolutely my best day in archery every year.
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WHAT TO TEACH KIDS
Many of you are not teachers so your first thought may

be that you don’t know what to teach kids when they come
into your shop. Trust me when I say that it is easy - just
teach safety and basic form. You can get the safety rules
(you already know most of them) and a form guide
through NADA, NFAA or NAA. Just get the Level I instruc-
tors guide or, better yet, take the instructors certification
course. That gives you a good foundation for getting kids
started in archery. 

Post the safety rules on the shooting lane wall and
review it every time kids come to shoot. Then teach the
basic form steps that I’m including in this article. Don’t

complicate things with fancy equipment, just get them on
the shooting line with a simple bow and a few arrows until
they know how to position and control their body for the
purpose of launching an arrow toward a 5-yard target.
After all, shooting at long distance is only a matter of walk-
ing and they already know how to do that, so teach them
how to shoot safely at close range first.

RECURVE OR COMPOUND?
Why not both? Why decide for the kids what bow they

should shoot? Let them learn basic form on both bow types
using a simple finger-style release so they get the body
position established, learn to deal with sighting and safety
issues. Then let them decide. Teach safety first followed by

simple archery form. 

THE 4-H PROGRAM:
The local 4-H leaders have access

to NAA Level One Coach Certification
classes through the 4-H organization.
Four of my former high school stu-
dents took advantage of this in May
and started their summer 4-H archery
program in June. 

One evening every week they have
25 kids, ages 8 to 12, who participate.
The activity is held in a church base-
ment, uses both recurve and Genesis
compound bows at close range and
teaches the kids to shoot correctly. At
the end of the summer they will have a
fun tournament at the local 4-H Fair.
Twenty-five years ago I ran this pro-
gram and today some of those grown-
up kids are leaders in my local club so
the long-term benefits are important

ABOVE: Every participant at the Christian Retreat Center in my
home county learned to shoot both the compound and recurve.
Each offers a unique challenge and when on the shooting line
these youth were really serious about their archery.

RIGHT: Keeping score is a big part of archery camp as this is the
shooter’s report card. The scorecards tell us that everyone got
better during the week. The final event was a 3-D tournament on
a student-built course in the woods, which involved work and
play, both great activities.

BELOW: Shooting at blank bales to warm up and develop form
was an important part of the Christian Retreat Bowhunter pro-
gram. We also shot at 3-D animals for practice, judged distance
and learned shot placement. The campers also learned craft skills
like building their own arrow-pen on the fletching jig.
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to think about.

CHURCH CAMP BOWHUNTER SCHOOL
One of the regional church denominations has their

summer camp facility in my county. Every summer, like so
many other church camps, they host a bowhunter camp
during one of the weeks in June and for the past two years
I’ve been the volunteer
instructor and equipment
manager. 

The Monday-through-
Friday program features
shooting form development
with both recurve and com-
pound bows. We also work on
safety, shooting 3-D animal
targets, shot selection skills
and distance judging. And
having FUN with archery. 

A church member sup-
plied some 3-D targets and we
borrowed bows from other
friends. If you can get involved
in some way then some of your
area’s kids will benefit and may
get hooked on archery. One of
the four counselors involved in
our camp commented that
before camp started they did-
n’t think they would have a
good time with it. Afterward,
they confessed that they had a
great time and found the
recurve bow especially chal-
lenging and were pleased to
see their improvement during
the week.

CHURCH AND SCOUT
CAMPS 

One of the fondest memo-
ries I have of my youth is
shooting at the Seven
Mountains Boy Scout Camp. I
think I still hold some of the
bare-bow records there. It was
only five days long each sum-
mer but it was significant in
my archery development. Is
there a church or scout camp
near your shop or local club?
Can you help with their equip-
ment or provide some new
bales or targets? You could pro-

vide a few videos for a rainy day activity or open your lanes
to the archery group for one morning while they are in
camp. Getting connected will pay dividends later.

YOUTH & PARENT SHOOTING SCHOOLS
I contract to conduct one and two-day Core Archery

shooting schools at various shops, clubs and lanes as do
several other coaches in the U.S. This is a great way to pro-
mote archery for parents and kids. Actually, it works great
for any youth even if the parent doesn’t participate. I’ve
had many youth students at my schools and they benefit
more than the adults because they learn proper shooting

Right On Target Family Archery in North Carolina hosts regular shooting schools and includes
youth with the adults. In this group the newest archers were several adults that had only been
shooting for a few months. They looked to all of the other archers for guidance regardless of age
and, as it usually does, it worked out well for everyone. That’s me kneeling with my students.

A few digital pictures at the beginning of a
shooting school will show the student his posture
issues. Once Tyler saw the form flaw he was ready
to work to correct it on the shooting lanes at
Right On Target Archery.

When this bow was adjusted to fit Tyler’s
draw length, he was better able to stand
upright. His form looks better and his shoot-
ing improved rapidly. Kids adapt so quickly,
usually quicker than adults who have some
long established bad habits.
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form very earlier in their career – before they get too many
bad habits. 

Hosting a school at your own shop or local club and
promoting it to kids as well as adults is a great way to cre-
ate business for yourself and serve your clientele at the
same time. If you can get kids and their parents, it’s all the
better. Having a group learn together is beneficial because
after the instructor leaves they can support each other with
their shooting and, of course, come back to your shop or
club.

NASP: NATIONAL ARCHERY 
IN THE SCHOOLS PROGRAM

In the spring of 2002 the Kentucky Departments of
Education and Wildlife implemented a two-week archery
program into 22 of their middle schools. It was an over-
whelming success and has expanded all across the state.
Because of its success most of the other fifty states have
adopted a similar program on some scale. I learned recent-
ly that my home state of Pennsylvania has 41 schools
involved.

Are you aware of what is happening at your local mid-
dle school? Are they involved in NASP and is your state
building such a program? ArrowTrade ran the listing of
state NASP contacts in the March issue, or you can find the
latest contacts on the web site at www.nasparchery.com  If
your state isn’t involved yet you may need to do some lob-
bying with your state legislator, game department or edu-
cation department. Many states have waiting lists of
schools that want to be involved: often the sticking point is
the money it takes to purchase the complete equipment
package. If that’s the case with your local middle school,
you may want to donate the funds or get your customers
involved in a fundraiser to help launch the program. 

The program uses the Genesis bow along with alu-
minum arrows and colorful targets. It provides training for
the physical education instructors so they can teach
archery with a finger style release technique. Equipment
costs are about $2,500 according to my most recent infor-
mation, with the 10-day program designed for inside the
school gymnasium using a safety-curtain backdrop. If you
are plugged in to the program you’re in a position to help
further the archery needs of these middle-school students
at a time when they are
excited about archery. That
means the hard part – get-
ting them motivated - is
done and all you have to do
is keep them going. 

When the NASP pro-
gram is active in schools in
your area, don’t wait for stu-
dents to find you. See if you
can meet with the instruc-
tor and offer to help main-
tain the equipment. The
program uses durable alu-
minum arrows but they will
need to be refletched and

once in a while a point or nock will need replacing or a
shaft will have to be straightened or replaced.  If the
instructor can drop them off and pick them up at your
business, offer to do the work for free. It won’t take you long
or cost you much, but it keeps the arrows looking good,
helps out a busy educator and most importantly, builds a
relationship with a man or woman who can refer a lot of
young archers to your business.  If there’s a 4-H archery
program in the area, consider making the same offer to
help out with maintaining equipment.

NBEF: NATIONAL BOWHUNTER 
EDUCATION FOUNDATION

If you want great bow hunting materials for your
young shooters then contact the NBEF. Through this orga-
nization you can tap into the IBEP or International
Bowhunter Education Program. Most instructors for this
program are volunteers who teach more in-depth skills so
young hunters become more effective and responsible. In
my own state, Pennsylvania, the state game commission
requires hunter certification for all young hunters with a
special bowhunter course as part of the program. If your
business is mostly bowhunting oriented then contact
NBEF for information.

NATIONAL ARCHERY ASSOCIATION
The NAA or National Archery Association is the gov-

erning body for our Olympic program and in support of
that effort they have the JOAD or Junior Olympic Archery
Development program. Perhaps there is a JOAD club near
you or you may want to start one. In either case, being
involved will connect you to the kids in your area and link
you with the NAA and its tournament schedule. 

NATIONAL FIELD ARCHERY ASSOCIATION
The NFAA has clubs across the country and recognizes

different age levels at their local and national tournaments.
Like the NAA this organization also offers several levels of
coaching certifications. 

NADA: NATIONAL ALLIANCE 
FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF ARCHERY
If you want to make one contact to find out about all
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the programs, coach certification and organizations near
you then email or contact NADA. This organization’s pur-
pose is to connect you to all the organizations in archery.
NADA also supplies equipment rental for all kinds of
archery programs, as well as, coaching certification for
those programs.  

There’s a spreadsheet of organizations that you can
contact on the previous page. Keep it handy for reference. 

TEACHING KIDS 
BASIC SHOOTING FORM

What you have to keep in mind is that kids, ages 8 to
18, like to have fun. They also want to shoot their first
arrow without waiting a long time to do it. So here are a
few tips for doing both at the same time.

SAFETY FIRST: When I start a group of Cub Scouts,
summer camp archers or high school groups I always
begin with safety tips. My local 4-H leaders made wall-
mounted safety rules posters and require the kids to read
them aloud to the group at the start of every shooting ses-
sion. Repeat, repeat, repeat! That’s what it takes to be safe.
In fact, after teaching public school math for thirty-five

years I got accustomed to repeating many times the
important aspects of the concept being taught. 

Plan from the beginning to repeat the safety rules
you’ve developed for your range to every group during
every shooting session. Yes, it’s boring but safety really is
our first priority so spend the time to do it.

It’s also a good idea to continue presenting safety
rules on a “need-to-know” basis. For instance, when your
group steps to the shooting line for the first time demon-
strate the whistle blasts that are used to start and stop a
shooting end. When you advance to the shooting line for
the first time remind them to NOT run and then show
them how to pull arrows properly. If you follow this pro-
cedure your students will remember the rules better than
if you present all the rules before doing anything else.

EQUIPMENT PREPARATION AND ASSIGNMENT
As a shop owner you should have enough equipment

to supply six to ten new archers. Or if you prefer smaller
groups, have enough bows and arrows for four to eight
archers. If you have the equipment ready to hand out to
the shooters it saves lots of time and avoids a “boring”
moment for the beginners as you get it ready. 

Make sure that: 
1) Each archer has a bow matched to his or her draw 

length.
2) Each archer has 3 arrows long enough.
3) All arrows have good nocks, are straight with no 

damage of any kind.
4) All bows are in good repair.
5) Arm guards are available and ready to use.
6) All backstops are in good repair and equipped with 

large targets.
7) A shooting line is visible at a distance of 5 to 8 yards

from the targets.
8) Everyone has a belt quiver for safe arrow storage.

Size Matters.

816-635-3753

Braided bow slings just 
got bigger. And they're 
available only from the little
company that brought you the
original braided bow sling. Ask
for the Paradox ProSling Elite with
the new, wider braided strap.

Wide is Better.

NEW
in 2005!

Posting and reading the shooting hall rules is the first order of
business. We as adults have to make it our first priority so the kids
make it theirs. Begin every session with a review of the rules.

We also

do leather

& fleece

Circle 85 on Response Card
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SHOOTING LINE: Before assigning equipment have
your group step to the shooting line for their first instruc-
tions. 

EYE DOMINANCE: With several whistle blasts get
their attention. Have everyone place his or her toes on
the shooting line and prepare to test their eye domi-
nance. Demonstrate how to look at another person’s nose
and bring together their outstretched arms so that their
hands form a small hole in front of their dominant eye.
Now have each of them do the same as you demonstrat-
ed so that you can see their dominant eye and assign
them the corresponding bow, finger tab and arm guard.

Next, have them assume a shooting position by step-
ping onto the footprints on the floor. (Have some lefties
available.) From this position I first teach stance by hav-
ing the students start with their heels together. When they
raise their arms into the “T” position and close their eyes
they will begin to sway. Ask them if they notice this and
then have them move their feet apart to hip width. Point
out that they should feel more stabile and more relaxed in
the legs. 

BOW ARM POSITION: Proper bow arm position is
taught from the “T” position also. Each student should
extend his or her bow arm to form a “stop” sign (10: bow-
hand). From this position they can relax their fingers and
thumb and their hand should be ready to receive a bow.
Make sure they don’t drop their wrist; just relax their fin-
gers only. 

RELEASE HAND: Now work on the other hand and
arm to show them how their release hand should be posi-
tioned at full draw for a “finger release”. With their draw-
ing arm extended, have them hold their thumb up, palm
forward and their fingers extended. Bending this arm at
the elbow should place their fingertips at their chin and
turning their face to the target should put their fingers
along their jaw. 

Next combine the bow arm position and draw
arm/release hand position to complete the “full-draw-
position” for good shooting. The bow arm is extended
toward the target while the release hand is touching the
side of their jaw as they look at the target 

RELEASING TECHNIQUE: Once they get accus-
tomed to the “T” form position you can instruct them as
to how the arrow is to be released. You may find a better
way to do it but I tell them to tighten their draw-side back
muscles and shoulder blade so that their release elbow
rotates around their shoulder joint. At this same time
they must relax their release fingers to allow the string to
pull through their grasp. Point out that they are not to
thrust open their fingers but only relax them, the string
will do the rest. Their release hand will continue to fall
directly away from the target, not out to the side.

Have them practice this technique to develop some
smoothness and short follow through. Don’t let them over
draw or create a wild pulling motion.

ANIMATED SHOT SEQUENCE: Now start at the
beginning. Without bows, have them all pretend to set
their stance, nock an arrow, place their hands on the bow,
turn to face target and raise the bow. They should raise
their bow to target level only. 

Now have them pretend to draw to the practiced full-
draw-position, aim and release the arrow. Repeat this
several times to establish a nice fluid motion from start to
finish. 

FORM WITH THE BOW: Now repeat the process with
bow and no arrows, lowering the string to brace height
without releasing. Some may struggle with the bow
weight and may need a lighter bow. Some may want a
heavier one. Practice until they once again they establish
a fluid motion form beginning to end.      

FORM WITH THE BOW AND ARROW: Repeat the
process with the bow and arrow. Don’t allow them to
release it. Just have them nock, raise, draw and aim. Then
let the arrow down. Practice several times to be sure they
can keep the arrow on the arrow rest during the draw.

THE FIRST SHOT: Now it’s time for each archer to
shoot his or her first arrow. I like to assist each archer, one
at a time, with his or her first shot. Have them form a line
and one by one assist them in making a 5-yard shot. If it
goes well, move on to the next archer. If not, have them

Circle 113 on Response Card

Patton   Archery
MFG., INC.

P.O. Box 161 • Norway, MI 49870
(906) 563-5990 • Fax (906) 563-7344
patonarchery@uplogon.com

We do it all!

Limb Cups

Cams

Risers

Wheels

Wood
Grips

Limbs
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shoot a second to get a better release. Retrieve their
arrows for them.

SHOOTING LINE RULES: Blow the whistle twice to
call them to the shooting line. Explain the two-blast “get
ready” signal and the “one-blast” shooting signal. When
they are ready blow the whistle once so they can shoot
their three arrows.

When all have finished, blow three whistle blasts to
end shooting. Announce that they must walk to the target
and wait until you show them how to pull arrows by plac-
ing one hand on the target near the arrow and pulling

with the other
hand. Remind
them that run-
ning can lead to a
fall into the
nock-ends of
their arrows.
Keep the whistle
handy for those
times when rules
aren’t followed.
Stop the action
with the whistle
and give a
reminder of the
safety rules the
first time you see
an unsafe activi-
ty. 

My experi-
ence has shown
that some of the

faster shooters will want more arrows. Don’t do it.
Limiting every one to three helps you stay in charge. It
also prevents some from fighting over the arrow supply. It
won’t hurt them to wait while you help the slower shoot-
ers. Tell them to slow down and make quality shots since
score is going to soon be important. 

SHOOTING LONGER DISTANCES: As your archers
improve, you can have them move further away, from 5
yards to 10, and then to 15. Keep the big target for a while
unless you feel some archers are ready for a smaller one.
Just don’t go too small too soon and frustrate them.
Remember this is supposed to be fun.

FUN & GAMES: Don’t just shoot targets. Provide
some balloons of varying sizes, some poker chips, Alka-
Seltzer tablets or animal targets. Choosing teams for
competition is also fun. Draw names out of a hat or, since
you know each archer’s ability you can select the teams. A
fun way to do it is to shoot the scoring round and then
draw names for the teams. Or draw names half way
through the round. 

Many times the kids will come up with ideas for
rounds or targets. They may want to choose their own
teams for a competition. You could come up with a tro-

Circle 153 on Response Card

When these 4-H students stepped to the shooting line for the
first time we made sure that they established the correct stance.
First impressions are lasting impressions so throughout the learn-
ing process we had them do the correct positions first hoping that
correct form would stick with them.

I find it very easy to teach archery form from the “T” position. All
the 4-H coaches had to do was play a game of “Simon Says” and
use the T to build correct posture.

From the T the students know how to make a stop sign with
their bow arm and hand. Here Coach Laurie shows how to posi-
tion and relax the bow hand fingers while keeping the stop sign
position with the wrist.
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phy or prize of some kind, maybe an old leather quiver, to
be held by the winning team until the next competition. 

Keep track of the scores everyone shoots or have
them do that for themselves on a poster board. Watching
their progress will be fun and motivating. It also lets you
know who needs the most help at the beginning of each
practice session. 

You will also know who is most interested in continu-
ing their archery career. These are potential customers
and you will want to get them going with equipment
upgrades at the right time. And as a bonus, mom and dad
may want to join them.

Good luck, shoot straight.        Larry

Editor's Note: Larry Wise's first book, “Tuning Your
Compound Bow,” has been updated with a new chapter
on hybrid cams plus other new information. His latest,
"Core Archery" details correct form in a step-by-step for-

mat, defines back tension and how to
execute it, and presents a plan for the
high performance mental game. Get
either  though his web site www.larry-
wise.com, or by phone at (717) 436-9168.
They are also available from Target
Communications, 7626 W. Donges Bay
Road, Mequon, WI 53079.

Larry Wise is available to conduct
one-day and two-day shooting schools at
your facility. This is a great way to jump
start a league program, to grow participa-
tion among your customer base in com-
petitive archery and to help position your
pro shop as the place where people learn
to shoot better. Contact Larry Wise at the
address or phone number above for
more details.

Circle 140 on Response Card

On the release-hand side of the “T” the students learn to hold
their thumb up and palm forward. From her they can bend at the
elbow to swing their release hand next to their jaw where it
should be at full draw.

The next step in the “T” form method is to put bow hand and release hand skills
together to form good full draw position. Here the bow hand forms the stop sign
while the release arm is bent to bring the hand along side of the jaw. The final step is
to turn their head to the target. This position becomes their objective when they get a
bow and arrow set in their hands – having a goal in mind promotes a successful out-
come. Now is the time to work through the steps of shooting form that leads them to
this full draw position.

PHOTO BELOW: When the students get a bow in their hand they already know what
position they need to establish and the steps that lead them to it. With an objective
firmly in mind and a set of steps to lead them, success comes much quicker and prob-
lems are minimized. It is really neat to watch kids learning to control their minds and
bodies with archery.
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